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Tory tabloid racism
RACISM

BY TONY CONWAY

THE RHETORIC is ratcheted up
daily. Using shockingly racist
language, Cameron has talked

of ‘a swarm of people crossing the sea
in search of a better life’ to scrounge

benefits, free health care and to
undermine British values. 

Nobody should now be fooled by his apparent change of
heart when it comes to refugees and other migrants.

Faced by widespread public horror at the plight of  thousands
of  people desperate to find refuge from violence and tyranny, he
agreed to allow a small proportion of  fleeing Syrians into Britain,
while refusing to accept EU-wide quotas. But neither Tories nor
the right-wing gutter press have ceased their propaganda against
migrants and asylum seekers.

The right-wing gutter press is used to maintain a climate of
fear and suspicion against anybody who is not white and
British. And it is intended to ‘wrong-foot’ Labour.

The right don’t want to deal with the causes of  the
humanitarian crisis in the Middle East and Africa – the West’s
imperialist incursions and the super-exploitation of  Third World
resources and labour by Western multinational corporations.

While asylum seekers languish in abject poverty in Calais,
Cameron’s response has been to assure the public
that everything is being done to ‘make sure that British
holidaymakers are able to go on their holidays’.  The labour
movement must oppose the rhetoric and the racism at its heart
in all its forms, locally, nationally and internationally.

We must support the UNHCR, campaign against arms
exports and military interventions in other countries. We
must oppose fascist regimes including the US/Nato and EU
backed sponsored outfit in Ukraine. Locally, we must build and
support community campaigns against racism and fascism. 

It is not immigrants who are the enemy but the boss class
which exploits workers’ labour. We can build a working class
movement based on solidarity, peace and equality.

Trade unions have a pivotal role in building these international,
national and local campaigns through its education programmes
and its organisational capacity. The TUC needs to work with all
affiliates and its Black Members Committee to deliver this work.
We say no to division, no to scapegoating and yes to working
class unity.
TONY CONWAY CONVENES THE COMMUNIST PARTY’S ANTI-RACIST ANTI-
FASCIST COMMISSION

POLITICS

BY ANDREW MURRAY

“THERE
ARE
decad

es where nothing
happens; and there

are weeks where
decades happen”, as Lenin said.

The British labour movement is today
at the start of  weeks when decades-
worth of  developments are poised to
happen.

On the one hand, Jeremy Corbyn’s
sensational election as Labour leader
entirely transforms the political situation
in the country, placing a socialist at the
head of  the Party for the first time in
decades (or ever, depending on
definition).

On the other the Tory government has
initiated a legal and administrative assault
designed to destroy the labour
movement as an organised force in
industrial and political life once and for all.
This includes, but is not confined to, the
Trade Union Bill published this week.

Corbyn’s election brings to an end one
set of  arguments on the left – in Labour
or out, build a left alternative or vote
Labour – and starts another set.

It took a mass campaign involving tens
of  thousands of  people, particularly the
young, and ultimately over a quarter of  a
million votes in the leadership election, to
demonstrate that talk of  setting up a
“British Syriza” or a “new workers party”
misreads British working-class realities.

The campaign which coalesced around
Corbyn’s candidacy could not have come
together in a different party political
context, a point already tested to
destruction and beyond through negative
example.  That understanding needs to
be reflected in the decisions and choices

of  everyone on the left regarding
campaigning and elections in the coming
period.

Bluntly – this is an historic opportunity
for socialists to project their ideas and
policies to the widest public, with the
weight of  the Labour Party behind them,
a prospect which would have been hard
to imagine ten years ago, with Tony Blair
in his pomp.

‘. . . the Tory
government has
initiated a legal and
administrative assault
designed to destroy
the labour movement
as an organised force
in industrial and
political life . . .’

That will mean powerful mass
campaigning against austerity and war,
building an external movement which can
compensate for the new leadership’s
uncertain support, to put it mildly, within
the parliamentary Labour Party.

And it will mean unity – an end to
divisive manoeuvres which cheer the
heart of  the sectarian but leave the public
cold, and a determination to avoid
shouting “sell-out” at the first
disappointment or difficult passage in the
struggle.

The prize is the election of  a “left
Labour government” in 2020 or earlier if
the Tories’ fragile parliamentary position
can be undermined – a long-heralded
prospect which has sometimes seemed as
unlikely as encountering a unicorn.

The headwinds blowing against the

movement will be formidable.  Even
before Jeremy Corbyn’s election hove
into view as a prospect, the Tories were
unveiling an ambitious programme to,
broadly, sabotage democracy and destroy
the labour movement.

Parliament to be shrunk on the basis of
a flawed electoral register.  The BBC to
be browbeaten.  And, above all, workers’
collective rights to be almost entirely
stripped from them, while unions are to
be starved of  funds and denied a political
voice, not incidentally pushing the Labour
Party towards bankruptcy.  Free speech
and free association are collateral damage
of  this onslaught, something which affects
sections of  the people far beyond the
ranks of  organised labour.

This sets the scene for weeks and
months in which indeed decades need to
happen.  A mass struggle for democracy
and against austerity and looming war
needs to be built as the most urgent
priority, dwarfing the important efforts
already made.

Two features can distinguish this new
movement from those which have
preceded it.  First, it can walk on two
legs, with mass struggle on the streets
complemented by a strong left voice in
parliament – on the front benches, no
less.  And second, it can hold out the
prospect of  replacing this reactionary
class-war administration with one which
differs not in this or that managerial
detail, but which offers a genuine
alternative to capitalist slump and war
and would if  elected pose the old
question – who will rule whom?

ANDREW MURRAY IS A LEADER OF THE STOP THE

WAR COALITION AND HAS SERVED ON THE TUC
GENERAL COUNCIL

Who will rule whom?

The Empire and Ukraine
Stop the War coalition leader
Andrew Murray sets the
Ukraine crisis in its global and
local context, and draws the
lessons needed for the anti-war
movement as great power
conflict returns to Europe and
threatens a new “cold war” or
worse.
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Actual capitalism
HUMAN RIGHTS
BY LIZ PAYNE

WHETHER IT'S rushing through the
'snooper's charter' (aka The Investigatory
Powers Bill) or threatening to pull out of the

European Court of Human Rights, the Tories have our
rights and freedoms sharply in their sights so they're
clearly not really building ‘one nation’. 

However universal statements such as ‘all men are born free
and equal’ appear to be, the ruling class never for a moment
thought they applied to working people. 

Human rights for workers are the antithesis of  capitalism and
imperialism. As Marx observed: ‘The whole history of  modern
industry shows that capital, if  not checked, will recklessly and
ruthlessly work to cast down the whole working class to the
utmost state of  degradation’. 

Human rights for the mass of  ordinary people, at home and or
in the colonies, have never been of  concern to the financiers,
profiteers and industrialists. 

The hallmarks of  those with power and wealth are exploitation
in the workplace; competitive wars for resources, labour and
markets; mass oppression of  populations; degradation of
environments; crushing of  opposition. 

But throughout capitalism’s history, working people have
fought back bravely and consistently for rights and freedoms in
their workplaces, homes and communities. 

The 1948 UN Universal Declaration on Human Rights marked
a major victory, achieved with the support and championship of
the socialist countries. It stated unequivocally that disregard and
contempt for human rights had resulted in ‘barbarous acts which
have outraged the conscience of  humankind’ and that, ‘human
rights must be protected by the rule of  law’.  

Two years later in Europe, the Convention for the Protection
of  Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms was agreed by the
Council of  Europe and was underpinned by the European Court
of  Human Rights, which may I remind PM Cameron is not an EU
institution even though he uses its alleged failings as part of  his
rationale for ‘renegotiations’ with the EU and his justification to
smash human rights at home. But human rights declarations have
not deterred international capital from its ruthless exploitation
and impoverishment of  peoples in all parts of  the world. So, the
struggle for civil, democratic and human rights continues.

Hopes that the collapse of  the socialist states, might somehow
bring peace and progress in achieving rights and justice were
quickly dashed, destroyed by the scramble of  profiteers for
‘freed up’ resources, goods and markets and the wars and
devastation that ensued. 

In the current deep economic crisis and capitalism’s attack on
working people everywhere, the super rich and governments
who back them see no gain in promoting human rights. On the
contrary, from their perspective, doing the things that respect for
human rights forbids – silencing opposition, ruling by fear and
taking by force what popular assent will never yield – is necessary
for survival. There is no benign face to capitalism, whatever it
may tell us.  

The issue of  rights is now centre stage in the
struggle against capitalism and for a just and
democratic future and our task, as Engels put
it, is to ‘re-conquer’ human rights. 

LIZ PAYNE IS CHAIR OF THE COMMUNIST PARTY

AGAINST AUSTERITY

BY ANITA HALPIN

WITHIN DAYS of the
General Election, tens of
thousands of people had

signed up for the People’s Assembly
demonstration on June 20.

Up to 300,000 were out in London and
Glasgow on the day showing their anger
and frustration at Cameron and Co’s had
green light for another five years of
austerity and privatisation. 

There was frustration that no clear
alternative had been offered to the ruling
class agenda on a mass scale across Britain,
with Labour going into the election
proposing only an ‘austerity-lite’ option. 

But there is an alternative offered in the
People’s Manifesto, now updated,
refreshed and renewed. 

The Manifesto acknowledges that
austerity is working only for the ruling
class. It explains the real purpose of  the
austerity economic model and makes a
clear and cogent case for the alternative
based on the needs of  ordinary people
rather than those of  the bankers.

This directly challenges the new Tory
Government, but also challenges the
political consensus of  ‘mainstream’ parties
and the mass media in favour of  continuing
austerity cuts and privatisation; the ever
more strident message from big business
and the bankers through their
representatives in national governments,
the European Union and Washington.

We need to get the message out that
there is an alternative to deal with the
deficit and build a growth economy to
meet the needs of  people rather than
maximise the profits of  the already rich. 

It’s clearly set out in the People’s
Manifesto and it’s not rocket science. 

It includes policies on building a broad
based, sustainable industrial economy;
stopping the exploitation of  immigrant
workers; providing vocational training for
young people; rebuilding public services
and recognising trade union rights. 

To achieve this we need to build a
movement that can oust this government
and elect one that has the determination
to create a fairer, more equal society so
our people can live happy, secure and
economically viable lives.

Britain is wealthier than France, Italy and
Canada yet over one million people being
referred to food banks and one in five
mothers going without a meal in order to
feed their children. Over 3 million children
live in poverty and it’s calculated that this
will have risen to 4.7 million by the time of
the next general election

The rise in child poverty is such an
embarrassing figure that the government
wants to change the way child poverty is
calculated, blaming it on parental life style
choices rather than unemployment and
the cost of  living. 

The Office for National Statistics states
that 1.4 million people are now on zero
hours contracts, many of  these are young
people and women and the gender pay
gap has dramatically risen for the first time
in 25 years. The vicious Bedroom Tax and
changes to disability benefits hit the most
vulnerable people in our society the
hardest and there’s more to come.

Tightening the return-to-work criteria
has been fatal; recent statistics show that
2,380 people died within a year of  DWP
assessments saying they were fit for work.

The gap between the very rich and the
rest of  us has grown exponentially in the
past five years, with the top 100 company
executives earning more in 24 hours than
the average worker takes home in a year. 

The sale of  super yachts has increased
by 47 per cent and, according to the Daily
Telegraph, it’s a golden era for luxury
house sales. The government spends
trillions on destabilising countries around
the world and yet are prepared to spend
£2.4 billion on replacing Trident while
being told that we can’t afford to look
after our elderly. 

So what is this austerity all about?
The deficit – the gap between

government spending and income – is
being used by this government as a reason
to cut public services and benefits and
open up markets for the private sector. If
the government was serious about dealing
with the deficit it could introduce a
progressive tax system that makes the
wealthiest pay their fair share - HM
Revenue and Customs estimates that it
fails to collect £35 billion in tax every year,
£8.8 billion from big business.

It’s all smoke and mirrors, assisted by
the mass media to disguise their true
intentions: to keep wages down by
disarming the unions, reduce government
involvement in big business and continue
to feather the nests of  the
wealthy few.

ANITA HALPIN IS EDITOR
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Life in Tory Britain Unfair
PENSIONS

BY ANITA WRIGHT

IT TOOK a long time before the
British government recognised
the need to look after people

who made it into their old age. 
The state pension introduced in 1909

for men only over the age of  70 on low
incomes amounted to about £14 a week -
five shillings in old money. And you had to
be of  good character. Life expectancy at
that time stood at 47 years. It wasn’t until
1940 that unmarried women over 60 got
a pension and widows of  insured men.

In 1948 that the state pension became a
contributory scheme – a form of  deferred
wages where both the employer and the
employee made a contribution through
the national insurance system. But it still
had its complications with married
women paying a reduced element
reinforcing a dependency on their spouse.
Workers with long term employment
prospects also benefited from the
numerous company pension schemes that
guaranteed pay-outs according to pay and
length of  service – that’s if  you weren’t in
one run by Robert Maxwell who
notoriously ran off with £400 million from
the Mirror Group.

And then came Margaret Thatcher. In
1979 the government cut the link
between the basic state pension and
wages. Company pension schemes were
under pressure and bosses, who regarded
these pension pots as their own disliked
the legal challenges, including one that
gave part timers – mostly women access
to the same pension rights as full timers.

Since then successive government have
messed about with the pension scheme,
introducing a raft of  changes including
changes to tax relief  on pensions; state
pension age rise for women and men;
universal flat rate pension and flexible
access. But has any of  this helped make
for a more secure old age?

The National Pensioners Convention
thinks not and is arguing that what is
needed is a Citizens pension funded
through National Insurance rather than
encouraging millions of  low paid workers
to put their trust and hard earned cash
into private pension schemes, which in
many cases are a financial scandal waiting
to happen. Women in particular have
been hit by all the changes. An estimated
400,000 born in the early 1950 affected
by the speed up of  the rise in state
pension age are to wait longer to receive
a state pension and possibly also miss out
on the higher single-tier pension. 

Pensioner poverty is growing; Age UK
estimates that 1 in 6 pensioners live in
poverty, defined as 60 per cent of  median
income after housing costs. Over a
quarter of  single women pensioners living
in poverty and women over 80 years are
amongst the most vulnerable. 

The gender pension gap in Britain is a
scandal. Katherine Rake of  the Fawcett
Society said ‘Women experience a pay
gap throughout their working lives and the
last straw is a pension gap in retirement’.
On average women who are part of  a
couple receive just 32p of  pension for
every £1 their husband gets.

A fair and just state pension scheme is
vital if  we are to ensure that there is
dignity in old age for ourselves and future
generations. 
ANITA WRIGHT IS A
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see:www.npcuk.org

Proud Journey a Spanish
Civil War memoir by Bob
Cooney with an introduction by
Meirian Jump. Published by Marx
Memorial Library & Workers’
School and Manifesto Press
with aid from the International
Brigade Memorial Trust and
Unite the union
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The launch this week of Trade Unionists
against the EU kick starts the work
needed to broaden trade union
support – with the constraints of TTIP
and the Greek events 
– as key arguments why no country can

ever get out of the austerity-trap by
remaining in the EU.
More info: tuaeu.co.uk


